Reichenbachian approaches to indexicality contend that indexicals are "token-reflexives": semantic rules associated with any given indexical-type determine the truth-conditional import of properly produced tokens of that type relative to certain relational properties of those tokens. Such a view may be understood as sharing the main tenets of Kaplan's well-known theory regarding content, or truth-conditions, but differs from it regarding the nature of the linguistic meaning of indexicals and also regarding the bearers of truth-conditional import and truth-conditions. Kaplan has criticized these approaches on different counts, the most damaging of which is that they make impossible a "logic of demonstratives". The reason for this is that the token-reflexive approach entails that not two tokens of the same sentential type including indexicals are guaranteed to have the same truth-conditions. In this paper I rebut this and other criticisms of the Reichenbachian approach. Additionally, I point out that Kaplan's original theory of "true demonstratives" is empirically inadequate, and claim that any modification capable of accurately handling the linguistic data would have similar problems to those attributed to the Reichenbachian approach. This is intended to show that the difficulties, no matter how real, are not caused by idiosincracies of the "token-reflexive" view, but by deep facts about indexicality.
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to argue for Reichenbachian approaches to indexicality, as opposed to the sort of approach defended by David Kaplan in his classical work on indexicals and demonstratives (Kaplan 1989b ), without disputing the fundamental tenets of Kaplan's theory. Reichenbachian approaches are characterized by ascribing the fundamental semantic properties, truth-conditions and reference, to tokens instead of to types; Kaplan for his part assigns those properties to entities of a more abstract sort, what he calls occurrences or types-in-a-context. A Reichenbachian view is taken in recent work by John Perry (1993 Perry ( , 1997 and Mark Crimmins (1995). Kaplan, however, produced several considerations against the Reichenbachian view and in defense of his own approach, and these have been recently expanded on by writers like David Braun (1996) and Mark Richard (1993) which neither Perry nor Crimmins directly confront. I have the impression that, without having thought the issue through in depth, most researchers feel that Kaplan's approach is preferable, for the iconic symbols are also indexes, for most traffic signals are also indexicals, meaning, for instance, "construction works aheadfrom here".)
Every linguistic act of meaning involves a certain token-event, the instantiation of a given linguistic type. I will not use "utterance" for this token-event, because it is not convenient to attribute to the token-event thus involved in any act of meaning, just by definition, the property of constituting a linguistic event; "utterance" tends to suggest that a fullyfledged act of meaning is intended. I will use instead "expression-case" ("sentence-case", in particular) for an event which is a tokening of a certain linguistic type; such an event could in principle occur without constituting an act of meaning at all (a pattern of smoke instantiating an English sentence). For a sentence-case to be such an act of meaning, further conditions should be satisfied: say, it has to be the causal result of certain communicative intentions, it should perhaps produce a certain psychological effect in a given audience, and so on.
To be sure, for a token-event of the sort I will be contemplating to include indexical expressions having reference, or any other semantic property for that matter, these further conditions have to obtain. However, it is theoretically more convenient not to define the bearers of semantic properties so that these further conditions obtain as a matter of conceptual necessity. The reason is this: an adequate epistemology of language should distinguish the (perceptual) identification of an expression-case which can be contended to rely exclusively on linguistic knowledge: the ability to identify perceptually instances of certain patterns, which is a part, even if humble, of our linguistic mastery from the knowledge that a fully-fledged act of meaning has taken place which is only evidentially and defeasibly based on the former. Any competent speaker is in a position to contemplate epistemically, conceptually possible alternatives in which the same expression-case occurs in a different context, uttered by a different person, in a different spatio-temporal location and so on; this capacity includes "contexts" in which the token lacks any linguistic significance. (It is of no consequence for this matter whether the alternative circumstances at issue are "metaphysically possible" or not.) The Reichenbachian approach that I favour avails itself of these facts for Fregean purposes which cannot be addressed in this paper.
Relative to the linguistic properties of the instantiated type, we can distinguish sub-tokens in the sentence-case involved in an act of meaning; that is to say, parts of the event which are in their turn tokens of sub-types of the instantiated type. As against the inclination to ascribe the fundamental semantic properties (signification of truth-conditions, truth-conditional import and so on) to expression-types justified by the "rationale for types", the Reichenbachian view is that, at least when indexicals are involved (but this is almost always, in view of the fact that the time and aspect of verbs generally have indexical meaning), it is tokens that have those semantic properties; it is tokens that refer and have truth-conditions (and whatever other semantic property we may find it necessary to ascribe to expressions, like expressing a Fregean sense). Of course, the more ordinary view could also assign semantic properties to tokens, derived from the semantic properties of the types they instantiate. The Reichenbachian point is that this is not the way in which tokens including indexicaltokens as parts have semantic properties; for in this case there is no type which has the semantic properties at stake. (See Reichenbach 1947, ?50 .)
The Reichenbachian view should of course incorporate the point that even indexicals work according to linguistic conventions, and conventions are associated with repeatable entities, types and not tokens. This is accommodated by assuming that there is a linguistic rule associated with any type of indexical, which is drawn upon whenever the fundamental semantic properties are assigned to the expression-cases properly bearing them. This general rule determines, say, the truth-conditional import or referent of an instance of "I" relative to "existential" relations of that instance (as Peirce would put it); in this case, relative to the causal relation which any proper instance bears to the person who uttered it. It is in this way that indexicals are "token-reflexives": tokens of the expression reflect themselves, in that the semantic rules that assign them a referent do so relative to a property of those very same instances. The token itself plays an essential role in the determination of its truth-conditional import, and is thereby "reflected" in the semantic condition relative to which it has a referent.
By "token", some people understand an individual and not a particular event; something that endures through time, as opposed to something that stretches through time as enduring things extend in space. (Reichenbach is not clear about what he means by "token".) We should be careful, for on this interpretation of "token" the token-reflexive account is easily shown to be wrong. Objects endure; the same token-objects, thus, can be used as long as they exist: I use the same token (an inscription written down on a piece of adhesive paper) many times when I leave my office for a short while, to say that I will be back soon.3 This fact would have as a result an intuitively inexistent indeterminacy, if we specified the truthconditional contribution of indexicals so that truth-conditions were ascribed to token-objects: when I say with that token that I will be back soon, with respect to which of the many times that the same token is used is "soon" to be understood? The point is not that truth conditions should be held to be possessed by entities which are guaranteed to be free, no matter what, from such indeterminacies. For there do not appear to be any which can be so guaranteed; and even if there were, the semantic descriptive task does not require us to look for them. The point is rather that our linguistic intuitions falsify the predictions of indeterminacy that would follow from the token-reflexive account if tokens were token-objects instead of token-events.
This can be better appreciated on the basis of the following examples. An utterance can be used to make two or more acts of meaning: imagine that someone writes "I will meet you later at the usual spot" in producing an e-mail document so that, according to his specifications, one copy of it is to be sent to his wife and another to his lover; meaning, of course, two different commitments with the very same utterance.4 Even if we count the relevant event-tokens at the production-time, instead of counting them at the reception-time, there is no referential indeterminacy in this case, for the rules for the indexicals instantiated in it are properly satisfied: the utterance has only one producer and a specific time of production (as required for the interpretation of the instances of "I" and "later"), and-in view of the fact that the reference of "you" is in part determined by the utterer's deictical intentions as manifested by features of the context, which in this case are two clearly differentiated sets of features-it has a specific referent for "you" in each different act of meaning. However, analogous far-fetched examples could be imagined in which the relevant conditions do not obtain: perhaps an utterance consisting in the inscription on the screen of my computer of "I'll meet you at your office" has in fact been produced by an uncommon electrical merge of two different signals sent by two different persons. The point is that the prediction that the truth-conditions of ordinary utterances are determined in accordance with rules such as the one previously given for "I" is coherent with our intuition regarding which indexical utterances have well determined truth conditions and which do not. Far-fetched situations such as the one described before do not as a matter of fact occur; and more importantly, if I consider imaginary circumstances in which those situations do occur, I do not have clear-cut intuitions that the event is not in fact semantically indeterminate, referentially infelicitous. Similar claims made under the assumption that it is token-objects that have truth-conditions, and with respect to the semantic rules that would in that case have to be presumed, would however be incompatible with the clear intuition that there is nothing amiss regarding my strategy for reporting the duration of my absence from my office.
4An example like this was suggested to me by Josep Macia.
Demonstratives differ from pure indexicals in that they have to be contextually complemented, at the very least with a demonstration and (in the case of demonstratives like "this" and "that", in contrast with "you", "he", "now", "there") also with some contextual indication of the sort of entity that is being referred to-unless this is non-contextually provided by using the demonstrative as a determiner with a common noun ("this book"). They are still indexicals, for the token is still necessary for a given truth-conditional import to have been determinately signified; the demonstration and the sortal information alone are not generally sufficient to provide it.
There has been some controversy in the literature regarding the nature and role of demonstrations. In his earlier work, Kaplan took them to be something like visual presentations of objects discriminated by pointing gestures (Kaplan 1989b , p. 490), or the pointing gestures themselves. Later, Kaplan (1989a, pp. 582-4) proposes what he takes to be a revision of that theory, according to which demonstrations are to be considered sets of "directing intentions". His remarks are very condensed, and it is not very clear in what the revision exactly consists. He mentions a famous example of his, involving his pointing at a picture of Agnew while wrongly believing himself to be pointing at a picture of Carnap which used to hang in the place he is pointing at, and saying: "that is a picture of one of the greatest philosophers of this century". He says that he had adopted the earlier view having this example in mind, thinking that identifying demonstrations with the directing intentions instead of identifying them with pointing gestures "seemed to confound what Donnellan might call the referential and the attributive uses" (Kaplan 1989a, p. 583), while now he has decided to disregard this example "as a rather complex, atypical case" (Kaplan 1989a, p. 582, fn.). This may suggest that a motivation for the revised theory of demonstrations is the belief that-against what he himself said in "Dthat" concerning the example-a correct theory should entail that it is Camap's picture, and not Agnew's picture, that the demonstrative refers to in the example.
Reimer (1991) criticizes on this assumption Kaplan's more recent views on demonstrations and endorses his former views. I think she is right to urge that here, as elsewhere, we should not confuse what the speaker may well be taken to mean, given pragmatic considerations, with what his words literally say, given the conventional linguistic rules associated with the types they instantiate. In reply to her arguments, however, Bach (1992) points out that even in circumstances (like the example) in which the entity ultimately intended by the speaker (Camap's picture) differs from the demonstrated one (Agnew's picture), the latter can also be characterized as intended by the speaker: it fits Kaplan's example to describe it by saying that what he immediately intends to refer to (Agnew's picture) does not coincide, against his obvious purpose, with what he ultimately intends to refer to (Camap's picture) by means of the first, immediate referential intention. Thus, says Bach, Reimer's intuitions about the example are still borne out by the new picture of demonstration provided by Kaplan, to the extent that we assume that when a pointing gesture takes place, it is this gesture that should be understood as the primary indication of the speaker's "directing intentions". I tend to think that this is a better interpretation of Kaplan's new suggestions; but I do not intend to undertake any more exegesis of Kaplan here.
In sum, Bach is right in insisting that pointing gestures by themselves-pointing gestures which are not the causal product of specific intentions-do not determine the reference of demonstratives. But Reimer is right that the relevant intentions are ones manifested by certain conventionally established features of the context accompanying the token of the demonstrative; intentions like Kaplan's in the example, embodied in features of the context which need not be known by every competent user of demonstratives (in the example Kaplan is perceiving part of a room, in an unperceived part of which he has reason to believe hangs a picture of Camap), do not count for these purposes.5 I will take demonstrations to be sets of deictical intentions manifested in features of the context of utterance available as such to any competent user. Pointing gestures making salient local objects paradigmatically manifest demonstrations; but the fact that some object has made itself salient for the sort of act of meaning which the speaker is trying to perform by behaving conspicuously, like fainting or screaming, or otherwise, may of course serve to manifest the same intentions without the need of a pointing gesture. I will think of these cases as if the alternative form of saliency manifested the required demonstration.6 The concept of a demonstration is an open-textured one; but there should be agreement among competent speakers that a given circumstance constitutes a demonstration, for the crucial point is that speakers intend it to be mutual knowledge that a certain demonstration has taken place. 'Wettstein (1984) Consider a sentence consisting of"I exist now" conjoined with itself a trillion times; and consider a context which has me as its agent and which lasts less than one minute (i.e., the time assigned to "now" by the context is less than one minute). An expression [Braun' In any case, the intention seems clear. Even if the tokens of the Reichenbachian view can be simultaneous, they are physical entities that occur in time. Kaplan and his followers think that this would pose at least two insurmountable problems. The main one is the alleged impossibility of developing a logic of indexicals, for c-expression theories imply that any two premises in an argument, or a premise and a conclusion, or a premise and a part of another, even if they instantiate the same abstract type, are different expressions, possibly making different truth-conditional contributions. Let us call this the logic problem. A second, subsidiary problem relates to the alleged difficulty of c-expression theories for making sure that there exist all the expressions that a correct semantic theory will presuppose. Let us call this the lack-of-expressions problem. To avoid them, Kaplan's occurrences are understood to be (like contexts themselves) logicians's abstractions, abstract as types are supposed to be. Thus, to the extent that the type and the context are the same, we have the same Kaplanian occurrence; the same occurrence can therefore be taken to be on the one hand a premise and on the other a conclusion, or a premise and a part of another.
Let us critically examine the force of these objections. I will start with the lack-of-expressions problem, and Braun's argument about it. In a footnote to the quoted text, Braun stresses that he is speaking about metaphysical possibility, not logical possibility: "it is not (I claim) metaphysically possible for me to utter the above sentence within one minute" (Braun 1996 , p. 171, fn. 15). Kaplan is probably thinking along similar lines, when he writes in the text already quoted: "We do not want arguments involving indexicals to become valid simply because there is no possible context in which all the premises are uttered, and thus no possible context in which all are uttered truthfully" (Kaplan 1989b , pp. 522).
I think there is a basic confusion in these texts-hidden, as happens very frequently in present-day philosophy, under a confused use of the concept of metaphysical modality-regarding the role of abstraction and idealization in any theorizing, semantic or non-semantic, having to do with eternal sentences or having to do with indexicality. It is as if Braun objected to Galileo on the grounds that his account was given for frictionless circumstances, and frictionless circumstances are not metaphysically possible. Let us leave aside for a moment the problem of indexicality, and consider the semantics of eternal sentences. Any correct semantic account will ascribe semantic properties to sentences instances of which cannot (metaphysically) be uttered or understood by any real speaker. This, by itself, does not contradict the claim that such a theory correctly characterizes the language actually spoken by a given population, as determined by the linguistic conventions they follow and perhaps by a psychologically real representation of those conventions somehow inscribed in their brains. The physicist ascribes mass to points, whether or not it is metaphysically possible that the mass of a body belongs to a point, because he thinks that introducing more realistic ascriptions in the account will only blur the explanation without adding anything of relevance. Similarly, and for exactly the same reason, the semanticist can and should ignore features like memory and attention limitations of speakers, even when he is explicitly concerned with actual languages.
The point these examples suggest is this: what is possible relative to a given theoretical enterprise is just what is compatible with the constraints which it is correct to impose given its constitutive explanatory tasks. This is a wider notion of possibility than what is usually understood by "metaphysical possibility"; given that semantics is our present concern, we may well call it "semantic possibility". It is essential for a Reichenbachian semantic account of indexicality that the fundamental semantic properties be assigned to entities which are able to bear the "existential relations" that the theory posits in order to ascribe to them those fundamental properties. These entities, therefore, should at the very least be able to have a spatiotemporal location, and also to cause and be caused; they are thus, in a clear sense, concrete events. And yet, we can coherently contemplate possibilities regarding concrete events which go beyond what people take to be metaphysically possible, to the same extent that we contemplate them regarding individuals. The correct elucidation of the sense in which it is "epistemically possible" for Hesperus to be different from Phosphorus, even if this is not metaphysically possible, is of no consequence to our present concerns; the only important issue is that there exists such a sense. By the same token, if event e' supervenes on event e, and this makes it metaphysically impossible for the first to obtain without the second, it is still usually the case that there is a conceptual or epistemic possibility (no matter how we analyze this) that the first obtains without the second. In this very same sense, the question whether there is an upper bound to the length of any token that can be physically expressed in a single minute has for the semantic enterprise the same status as friction had for Galileo's: semantically speaking, we abstract from it, so that it is conceptually possible that, given any token-sentence, there exists one longer than it. As I advanced earlier, it is for instance possible to utter a conjunction by instantaneously pressing keys which activate tokens of each conjunct. Or rather, it is irrelevant for the semantical explanatory task whether tokens are produced in that or in some other way. This is, I take it, to avail myself of a resort that Braun criticizes in the following terms:
An utterance theorist might maintain that [the long one-minute utterance] is logically possible, and so might assign contents to "logically possible utterances" with me as a speaker. However, utterances that are merely "logically possible" seem (to me) to be practically indistinguishable from expressions-in-contexts. So a theory that resorts to "logically possible" utterances seems (to me) not to take seriously the lead idea of c-expression theories: that semantic theories should attribute contents to utterances rather than expressions-in-contexts. (Braun 1996 , p. 171, fn. 15) I have just given reasons for thinking that, no matter how seriously the lead idea of c-expression theories is pursued, one should not worry at all about "metaphysically possible" utterances. It is only "semantically possible" utterances (or, as Braun says I assume that to the same effect, "logically possible" utterances) that we need to consider. Braun contends that this resort to "semantic possibility" makes the expressions of c-expression theories indistinguishable from those of a-expression theories. This is not the case. The expressions of c-expression theories, however idealized, are such that any sentential expression which includes two tokens of "that", includes by the very nature of c-expressions two different demonstrative expressions. Similarly for tokens of "that" occurring in two different sentential expressions belonging to one and the same discourse. The expressions of a-expression theories lack, and purport to lack, this property; for it is precisely in this way that they try to circumvent the logic problem. As we will see in the next section, this applies also to Braun's own account, which involves taking combinations of linguistic expressions and demonstration-types as bearers of truth-conditional import. This is the reason why these theories, as I will show there, have disruptive difficulties in handling demonstratives.
These considerations dispose of the minor problem, the lack-of-expressions problem. Let us move now to Kaplan's main worry, regarding the consequences of adopting c-expression theories for giving a proper account of the logic of indexicals. Consider "the most trivial of inferences, P therefore P". It does follow from what I just said about the differences still remaining between a-expression theories and c-expression theories that if we try to instantiate such a form of inference with two sentential expressions of the sort c-expression theories contemplate, the two expressions may have different truth-conditions even though they instantiate the same type. Does this involve an insoluble problem for c-expression theo-ries? (Or, for that matter, for any empirically adequate theory capable of handling demonstratives, as the following section will make clear.)
What exactly is the nature of the difficulty? It seems to be something like this: the pattern of inference that Kaplan indicates is (like many others we could consider to the same effect), intuitively, a logically valid one, even when we apply it to propositional expressions involving indexicality. C-expression theories, however, seem intrinsically incapable of producing instances of that pattern which are logically valid.
Before probing this contention, let me remind the reader of a distinction we should attentively keep in mind while discussing these matters. There is a wider and a narrower use of the word "logic". In the wider sense, it is applied to the study and theoretical systematization of analytically valid inferences and analytically true claims in general; in the narrow sense, it is strictly applied to inferences which are valid and claims which are true not just analytically, but more specifically in virtue of instantiating some abstract patterns called "logical forms". Which sense is intended in this context? We are forced to assume that it is the wider sense which is intended when people speak about a logic of indexicality; for the usual examples of validities belonging to the "logic of demonstratives" (like "I am here") are not of course examples of truths in virtue of logical form alone, in any acceptable sense of that term. Now, consider this example. "a = a" is a logically valid sentence of a first-order language, or (alternatively) a schema whose instances are all logically valid sentences. What are its corresponding instances in natural language? Not, surely, sentences like "Aristotle is identical to Aristotle". If uttered in any ordinary context (and not, say, during a logic class), such a sentence will be taken as making the sort of claim that cannot be analytically valid, still less logically valid; the sort of claim we make with "Hesperus is identical to Phosphorus". This is not because of the conversational maxims. The audience would indeed need to look for a plausible point that can be made with an assertion of "Aristotle is identical to himself" on the basis of the conversational maxims, because this sentence is indeed an analytically valid one; but this is not the problem with "Aristotle is identical to Aristotle". The problem is that there appear to be binding principles governing referential expressions in natural language, which have as a consequence that the two instances of "Aristotle" in a syntactic context like the one in our sentence will not be presupposed to refer to the same individual.7 Do these binding principles entail that obvious 7An identity statement makes it easier for me to convey the intended remark. Josep Macia pointed out to me, however, that it is controvertible that the binding principle at stake does apply to such statements. Readers who have this sort of worry may consider instead more complicated examples, like the following conditional: "Aristotle admires Aristotle if everybody admires himself". logical validies, like "a = a", lack proper instantiations in natural language (at least the most obvious ones, with proper names taking the place of constants)? I will try to show that binding principles may entail that "a = a" lacks formally valid instances in natural language involving proper names, but that we can still find analytically valid instances.
In contending that the schema "a = a" corresponds in our formal language to logically valid sentences, we cannot take ourselves as asserting the logical validity of any sentence which expresses a proposition predicating the identity relation of one object and that same object; for then, we would need to count "Hesperus is identical to Phosphorus" as logically valid. Logical validity is also a matter of how propositions are linguistically given. We do better to take ourselves as asserting the validity of any sentence which expresses a proposition predicating the identity relation of one object and that same object in such a way that, on the basis of his linguistic knowledge, any competent speaker can recognize that the same object is referred to twice. In formal languages like first-order languages, the condition I have emphasized is formally guaranteed, by using expressions of the same type. In natural language this is not the case, at least with proper names and in certain syntactic environments. However, it is reasonable to say that anaphora, as in "Aristotle is identical to himself", is a different way of satisfying the condition. It is arguable whether or not "Aristotle is identical to himself" should be declared logically valid in the narrow sense; any proper argument about this should be based on a principled distinction between logical and non-logical expressions, and this is an issue which cannot be addressed here. There cannot be any doubt, however, that the statement is logically valid in the wider sense, that is to say, that it is analytically valid.
Consider now the inference pattern that Kaplan mentions (or any other logically valid pattern for which we want to find instances in natural language with a similar modal status) with this discussion in mind. There is a way of interpreting principles of logical validity represented in semi-formal languages by means of inference-patterns like "P, therefore P"; it is the most natural interpretation when, as usual, we have in mind mathematical applications. For that pattern, it goes something like this: "any argument which consists of only one premise expressing a given propositional content, and a conclusion asserting that same propositional content by means of a sentence of the same linguistic type which was used to express the premise, is valid". If we try to find intuitively valid applications for this principle using sentences with indexical expressions, we are not going to find them. This is what the Reichenbachian account predicts, and what any sensible account should predict. Friends of a-expression theories impressed by the preceding interpretation of the inference pattern concen-trate their efforts on pure indexicals, and try to circumvent the real problem by taking their expressions to be Kaplanian occurrences or similarly abstract entities. The following section will make clear, though, that this is just to divert our attention from the real problems.
This does not mean, however, that we cannot find acceptable instances of the schema in natural language, or that c-expression theories entail that they do not exist. Taking our cue from the preceding example regarding the validity of "a = a", we can think of using anaphoric expressions. What I suggest is that the interpretation of the principle these writers have in mind is neither mandatory nor correct. An alternative interpretation of our logical pattern can be put like this: "any argument which consists of only one premise asserting a given propositional content, and a conclusion asserting its propositional content by means of a sentence which is known to any competent speaker on the basis of his linguistic knowledge alone to express the same propositional content as that expressed by the premise, is valid." (Similar interpretations can of course be proposed for any pattern we may consider.) This interpretation gives us the more usual one as a particular case, adequate for the special case of propositional contents expressed by means of "eternal sentences". But the following will also be an application of the schema in natural language: "if that is older than that, then the former is older than the latter". A proper semantic account of arguments like this, one that makes them valid in agreement with the generalized principle indicated above, is not at all incompatible with the Reichenbachian account which, as so far presented, remains mute about anaphora. I suggest that, by resorting to this strategy, we can find proper instances of the principle for any given case, instances that are logically valid and that are recognized as such by any c-expression theory which includes a proper treatment for anaphora. And I suggest also that, if combined with an adequate theory of anaphora, a "logic of indexicality" can be found to obey these principles.8
Interpreting principles like the ones we are considering according to the more restricted version to be valid only for propositions expressed by means of eternal sentences may be adequate when logic in the narrow sense is discussed. However, when only the wider sense of logical validity is involved, the more general principle is perfectly in order. One may doubt the logical validity in the narrow sense of instances of the principle like "if that is older than that, then the former is older than the latter", where the recognition that the same propositional content is asserted in premise and conclusion does not take place ("formally") by identifying the sentence-types. Their logical validity in the wide sense, however, cannot be questioned. We dispose of the logic problem, therefore, by pointing out an equivocation in the arguments presenting that criticism. If there is a "logic of demonstratives", it has to be "logic" in a wide sense of the term; the criticisms, however, presuppose the narrow sense in which logical validity is "formal". Kaplan says, "there is something I'm not understanding here, and it may be something very fundamental about the subject matter of logic" (Kaplan 1989a, p. 590) . It is the presupposition of the narrow sense of "logic" which is to be blamed, in my view (or, at any rate, a narrow conception of that sense). This presupposition is implicit in this text:
The source of the difficulty is the principle, the correct principle, that every new syntactic occurrence of a demonstrative (one that is not a disguised anaphoric pronoun) requires its own determining intention. The problem, in a nutshell, is that where demonstratives are involved, it doesn't seem possible to avoid equivocation ... For purposes of logic, on the other hand, it seems essential both to avoid equivocation and to allow any well-formed expression to have multiple syntactic occurrences (in antecedent and consequent, or premise and conclusion) without changing its semantical analysis.... Just as multiple occurrences of "now'9 in a single argument must be referenced to the same time parameter, so multiple occurrences of the same demonstrative must be referenced to the same directing intention. Otherwise the language would suffer the same systematic equivocation that natural language does, and there would be no logic, at least none with Double Negation and Repetition and the like. (Kaplan 1989a, p. 590) Kaplan does not seem able in this text to find any other way out than to stipulate a language in which character is assigned to combinations of demonstratives plus demonstrations (directing intentions), under the assumption that the same demonstrative accompanied with the same demonstration can occur in different syntactic positions in a discourse. As we will see in the following section, Braun claims that natural language works in this way. Unlike Braun, however, Kaplan has the good sense to notice that this is not so. This creates Kaplan's difficulty; it is clear, however, that he is assuming that preserving the application of logical principles like the ones we are considering requires that the recognition that the same proposition is expressed should come from the recognition that the same sentential expression is used. I have made the following points in response: (i) when indexicality is involved, this is (as Kaplan acknowledges in this text) simply not empirically possible, because expressions are tokens (or entities to all purposes equivalent to tokens) in that case, but (ii) it is a mistake to think that the recognition that the same proposition is expressed cannot take place in a different way, at any rate when all that is at stake is analytic validity in general and notformal validity in particular; anaphora provides in natural language an alternative, equally legitimate way.
There is a different reaction to the facts worrying Kaplan,9 probably more in agreement with the views of logicians since Frege-although certainly not with Kaplan's aspirations in "Demonstratives" and related works. It is to hold the view that logical validity requires the more usual interpretation of the principles we are discussing, but is an altogether different enterprise from the one of studying the semantics of indexicality. There is no proper "logic of indexicality", as such. There is only narrow logical validity: logic is formal. Or, perhaps, there is only, strictly speaking, a logic of propositions.
I have two objections to this reaction, one superficial and one more deep. The first is that, if we do not have convincing reasons to despair (and I think I have shown that the usual reasons are not convincing), it is not reasonable to separate semantics and logic as suggested. For we have good reasons to think that an essential part of the theoretical project of giving a semantic characterization of how the expressions in a given class work is to account for how they specifically contribute to truth-conditions, and therefore for how their functioning determines analytical validities. Practical reasons, at the very least: whatever successes in semantic theory we can claim so far theories of quantification, counterfactuals, adverbial modification and so on have come from assuming this thought. The deeper objection is that there is no philosophical justification for ascribing any special status to logical validity "in the narrow sense". For this is just a species of analyticity: analyticity determined by the special case of expressions whose semantic contribution is general in a certain way.'0 The metaphysically more interesting property is analyticity. Thinking otherwise is a mistake, paradigmatically illustrated by the failure of Wittgenstein's main project in his Tractatus."
The critics of c-expression theories that I have been discussing have recourse to a subsidiary, minor argument, which I would like to confront in closing. Kaplan What exactly is the argument? It cannot be that we, as ordinary speakers, have the intuition, which any correct theory should honor, that the "sentence-in-context" at stake is true; for there is no such intuition, or, if there is, it does not constitute any datum for linguistic theorizing. The Kaplanian notion of an occurrence is a technical one; our discussion in the following section of the problems that a-expression theories have regarding demonstratives puts forward important difficulties for understanding that theoretical concept, given the theoretical work which is expected from it. Speaking just intuitively, the sentences "now is now", or "if now is cold, now is cold" are also true in this context; but what exactly do we mean by that? What is the relevant sentence-in-context? Are there two occurrences of "now", given that they occur in different syntactic positions (as required by the "context-shifting" theory, see below), or given that each one might occur accompanied by a specific demonstration? I do not mean to suggest that these questions have no answers; they do have answers, as a matter of theoretical decision. I just want to make clear that no appeal to raw intuitions is in order here.
The argument has then to be something like this: a-expression theories readily allow for (the theoretical reconstruction in these theories of the notion of) instances of "I am not uttering now" to be true; and anybody who understands the relevant theoretical issues should find this satisfactory. The Reichenbachian reply to this is a straightforward request to justify why anybody else should find that satisfactory. Where are the pressing linguistic data to be accounted by this? I do not see how the present arguments provide a reply to this. To be sure, any theory should allow for instances of "the proposition that I am not uttering now is true"-or "it is true that I am not uttering now" to be true. This should be handled by the extension of the theory covering indirect discourse; we similarly want to allow for instances of "John thinks that I am not uttering now" to be true or false independently of whether or not I am uttering anything at the time denoted in the proposition attributed to John. I do not see why c-expression theories should have any particular difficulty here.
The problem posed to a-expression theories by demonstratives
In this section, I will make clear that a Kaplanian account, taking "occurrences" sentences-in-a-context-as the proper bearers of truth-conditions, will have to be amended in view of certain empirical facts regarding the behavior of demonstratives, and I will show that any emendation will make such approaches subject to the same sort of criticism Kaplan levels against Reichenbachian views. We can introduce the problem by reflecting upon the primary difference perceived by the partisans of the Kaplanian framework between Kaplanian occurrences and Reichenbachian token-events. This difference can be derived from the criticisms they make of the Reichenbachian approach, discussed in-the previous section. It will be useful to present at this point a distinction between K-occurrences (occurrences in Kaplan's technical sense, i.e., expressions-in-context) and what Kaplan labels syntactic occurrences. Syntactic occurrences, in contrast to K-occurrences, are types whose individuation does not involve possible contexts of utterance at all. The idea behind the concept of syntactic occurrence is roughly this: a semantic theory starts with sentential types, as we have seen. Types are not individuated relative to syntactic properties; whatever its syntactic parsing, any instance of "flying planes can be dangerous" is an instance of the same type. We could as well consider sentential types for which a syntactical parsing has been provided. This syntactical parsing allows us to distinguish the two demonstratives in "that is older than that", even though we are still considering entities at the same abstract ontological level to which types belong (syntactically analyzed types). For instance, the two demonstratives in "that is older than that" are one and the same type (and, relative to a given context, they are thus the same K-occurrence), but they are two distinct syntactic occurrences.
With this distinction in mind, we can easily express the crucial difference between a-expression theories and c-expression theories which proponents of criticisms like those in the texts quoted at the beginning of the previous section should perceive. According to a-expression theories, two different syntactic occurrences of one and the same expressiontype in a linguistic type which is to be evaluated with respect to one and the same context count for purposes of semantic interpretation as one and the same expression, necessarily having one and the same truthconditional import. Thus, two instances of "now" occurring in one and the same sentence, or one in the premise and another in the conclusion of an argument, count as just one expression. For c-expression theories, however, any two different syntactic occurrences count as two different expressions for purposes of semantic evaluation, which cannot be guaranteed to determine the same truth-conditional import; for they are in any case two different tokens, and the semantic rules ascribe truth-conditional imports relative to properties of tokens which may apply to different entities when the tokens are different.
When the issue at stake is thus streamlined, it should become immediately clear that a-expression theories are going to have difficulties in handling true demonstratives. The friend of a-expressions can predict that two instances of "I am hungry" can have different truth-conditions, even though they share linguistic meaning, if they are interpreted relative to different contexts. If the context relative to which they are taken is the same, they are the same K-occurrence (the same a-expression), necessarily with the same truth-conditions. (It is thus that these two instances can provide proper witnesses for the formal validity of the inference schema P therefore P.) However, if two instances of a true demonstrative occur in what we would intuitively count as one and the same context, they can still make different contributions to truth-conditions ("you are older than you"). This is a well-known fact; my aim for the rest of this section is to show that properly to confront it, a-expression theories are forced to make theoretical decisions that will entangle them with the very alleged difficulties posed by Kaplan and Braun for c-expression theories. (See Braun 1996. The problem was first noticed by Kaplan; see his 1 989a, pp. 586-7.) Kaplan's theory provides two semantic properties for indexicals. Content corresponds to what I have been calling "truth-conditional import"; it is the object to which a successful use of an indexical in a given context (that is to say, an indexical-type-in-a-context, or occurrence of an indexical) refers. Character, theoretically articulated as a function from contexts to contents, represents that which, say, different instances of "I" all have in common: a common linguistic meaning. Consider an utterance of the following sentence: "that is an elm and that is a beech" (or: "that is older than that"), said while pointing alternatively to different branches of what one could easily take to be different trees. On the one hand, to be empirically adequate our theory should give us something which is the same for both instances of "that", corresponding to that which is the same for different instances of "I": namely, a representation of the conventional meaning ascribed to the expression-type. On the other hand, the theory should allow for the possibility that the two instances of "that" have different con-tents; because, unless the second instance of "that" is used anaphorically and not as a fully-fledged demonstrative (to fully understand which an independent demonstration is necessary), it is clear that those instances are indexicals according to the definition we gave in the first section: there is no linguistic presumption that both syntactic occurrences of the demonstrative type corefer. This is why if, as it happens, the speaker is confused and he is in fact referring to one and the same tree with his two demonstrations, an utterance of: "no, it cannot be so, that is the same as that" (repeating the speaker's demonstrations accompanying each case of the demonstrative "that") would be informative.12 The same applies to two instances of "that" in two different sentences which we want to evaluate relative to the same context (imagine the speaker in the previous circumstances uttering "that is an elm" in the course of providing an argument, and uttering later as part of the same argument "that is a beech").
We have thus set up two desiderata for theories of demonstratives: (i) account for the linguistic meaning common to any case of a given demonstrative-type, and (ii) allow different cases of a given demonstrative-type to have different truth-conditional import. Reichenbachian accounts have no problem in satisfying them. For such accounts make no fundamental distinction between those indexical-types several instances of which can occur as genuine indexicals with a potentially different referent in the same sentence (true demonstratives) and those which do not do so (pure indexicals). The Reichenbachian linguistic rule for "that" would say roughly this: any instance of "that" refers to the individual (of the contextually determined sort) demonstrated when that instance is uttered (that is to say, to the most salient individual-of the relevant sort-given the deictical intentions of its utterer, as manifested when the token-demonstrative occurs). This rule handles nicely our two desiderata: it gives the linguistic 12 David Braun claims, against some remarks by Kaplan similar to the ones I have made in the main text, that an utterance including two instances of "that" like "that is the same as that", both of them being true demonstratives and neither anaphoric on the other, could still be a logically necessary truth, translatable into a first-order language as "a = a". (See Braun 1996, pp. 159-60 and fn. 24.) This claim, as we will see later, is in fact required to prevent the collapse of his own account into a c-expression theory of sorts, haunted by the difficulties he finds in these views. However, I think he is mistaken, as a matter of linguistic fact; for according to clear-cut linguistic intuitions (shared by Kaplan, Perry, Burks and others), any such sentence can be informatively uttered (see Kaplan 1989a, p. 589). Braun provides an example in which the speaker keeps his arm pointing in exactly the same direction all the time while he utters "that is the same as that"; but even in such a case, and even if nothing apparently changes in the commonly perceived world, the speaker can be taken as having made two different demonstrations (perhaps to make the point that the object he is pointing at has not been mysteriously replaced in the interval between the two instances of "that" by a similar one). meaning of the type, while providing in a token-reflexive manner the referent of any proper case of "that".
The Reichenbachian approach thus makes clear (correctly, in my view) that there is no linguistically important difference between pure indexicals and true demonstratives. They share two properties that set them apart from other linguistic expressions. First and foremost, token-reflexivity: the token itself plays a crucial role in the determination of its content. Second, contextuality: the content of any given indexical c-expression is determined relative to properties that, as far as the semantic presumptions go, it need not share with any other expression, including expressions of the same type. Indexicals and true demonstratives do differ, but only in one aspect which is semantically contingent and more of a matter of degree than a clear-cut one: the characteristic relational property on which the linguistic conventions associated with types rely, to allow speakers to refer by using tokens of them, is in the case of pure indexicals one typically satisfied by just one entity in the linguistic contexts where they are produced; it is one normally satisfied by more than one entity in the case of true demonstratives. If you want to use two instances of "today" in an exceptionally long sentence exceptionally uttered at midnight, you may exceptionally need an explicit demonstration to make clear your referential intentions; a similar need would arise even for "I", if you experience transformations of a radical Jekyll-Hyde type. In order to refer to someone by having resort to the fact that he is being addressed, or that he is a man, however, an explicit demonstration is typically needed. Another way of putting the same point is this: according to the Reichenbachian view, pure indexicals are demonstratives for which the demonstration can typically remain tacit (as it can for "he" when a man has made himself somehow salient, and more frequently for "you" when there is just one addressee).
Friends of Kaplan's framework, however, face what I take to be a destructive dilemma: either their accounts are wrong, as a matter of linguistic empirical fact; or, to the extent that the proper treatment of the logic of indexicals poses a problem for the Reichenbachian view, it poses a problem of exactly the same nature for any modified Kaplanian account able to handle the facts about true demonstratives. As we saw in the quotations provided in the previous section, the two criticisms that a-expression theorists make of c-expression theories imply that according to them content should be ascribed to relatively abstract expressions, such that two different syntactic occurrences of one indexical (occurring in the same sentence, or in the same argumentative discourse) may count as just one expression; logic requires expressions to be abstract is a convenient slogan to summarize the main problem Kaplan sees in the Reichenbachian account. This view, however, taken straightforwardly, will have as a result an empirically incorrect treatment of demonstratives. Moreover, any modification intended to cope with those empirical facts will leave the resulting account exposed to the objections allegedly compromising cexpression theories. I should say that I do not intend to show that no account compatible with Kaplan's framework can be amended to face the alleged difficulties; the considerations in the previous section could be taken on board by any of the empirically adequate Kaplanian approaches I will consider. What I want to establish is that, no matter how serious the problems are, they derive from the linguistic behavior of indexicals itself and not from the theoretical treatment provided by the token-reflexive account: any empirically correct treatment will have to face the same difficulties.
I will try to establish this by considering the accounts of demonstratives in the framework of a-expression theories that I have found in the literature. I will proceed in the following way. First, I will briefly summarize the two alternative treatments of demonstratives by Kaplan (1989b) , which he labels the "Indexical theory" and the "Corrected Fregean theory", and I will indicate that they are not empirically satisfactory in that they do not satisfy our first desideratum: they do not assign to demonstratives something corresponding to the characters of pure indexicals. Then I will consider two a-expression theories that satisfy this requirement and are to that extent empirically adequate. Following Braun (1996), I will call them the "context-shifting" theory and the "three-meaning" theory, respectively. The first develops the idea that a change of context takes place when any new syntactic occurrence of a given demonstrative-type is used, while the second distinguishes the linguistic meaning of demonstrative-types, a second semantic property assigned to combinations of demonstrative-types and demonstrations, and a content possessed by those combinations taken "in context". In the first case, I will argue that the theory is, though empirically accurate, subject to the objections posed to c-expression theories. The second theory can be developed in two different ways, depending on whether demonstrations are considered types or tokens. If the second option is taken, the theory has the same problem as the context-shifting account; if the first, the theory is empirically incorrect, in not capturing our second desideratum above.
Let us start with Kaplan's original treatment. Kaplan remarks that demonstratives "involve an exotic kind of ambiguity, perhaps unique to [them]" (Kaplan 1989a, p. 586); this remark reflects the fact that in his earlier formal treatment he assigns to every different syntactic occurrence of a demonstrative in a sentence an expression of his formal language with a different character. In one version of his two proposals for demonstra-tives (Kaplan 1989b : the "Indexical theory of demonstratives"), every such expression can be represented by a demonstrative with a different subscript for every different syntactic occurrence. In the other version, the one Kaplan favors (the "Corrected Fregean" theory), every use of a demonstrative can be represented by a different descriptive term, built out of Kaplan's "dthat" rigidifier operator and a description representing some descriptive content associated with a demonstration. Thus, according to the first version (the "Indexical theory") a sentence like "that is older than that" would be represented in the formal language as "that1 is older than that2", and one of "now is cold, and now is warm again" as "6now1 is cold, and now2 is warm again"; according to the second version, the first sentence could be represented, say, as "dthat[F] is older than dthat[G]". In both cases each use of a demonstrative is assigned in the formal language an expression with a different character.
As Braun points out, the problem with both views is that they do not satisfy our first desideratum: they simply treat every syntactic occurrence of a demonstrative as a different expression, with its own proper character. It should be clear that, in the most natural understanding of "ambiguity", there is no ambiguity whatsoever ("exotic" or otherwise) when two different syntactic occurrences of "that" are involved. An expression-type is ambiguous when it is governed by two independent linguistic conventions; to characterize the conventions as independent entails that a competent user could know one without knowing the other, and vice-versa. This is the case regarding the typical examples of ambiguity, like "bank", "cat", and proper names for different people. However, a speaker who can understand the first but not the second syntactic occurrence of "that" in our stock examples is not a competent user.
The two accounts in Kaplan (1989b) exemplify the first horn of the dilemma: they are empirically flawed, in that they do not account for the linguistic meaning common to every instance of a given demonstrativetype. The difficulties come from the fact that Kaplan's criticisms of cexpression theories force him to allow for different syntactic occurrences of, say, "you" instantiated in one and the same context (in the same sentence, or one in a premise and the other in the conclusion of the same argument). If, in addition, they were considered to be instances of the same expression-type, that would entail that they are the same K-occurrence (the same expression-in-context), and therefore that, as a matter of semantic necessity, they would have the same content. Kaplan correctly thinks that this would be empirically wrong. This is why he decides to count them as different expression-types. But this is empirically wrong too, in that it deprives his theory of capturing that which is semantically common to every instance of "you" (whereas his theory does invidiously capture that which is semantically common to every instance of "I").
Let us move now to the "context-shifting" theory. I will outline it departing from Kaplan's Indexical theory of demonstratives. In this theory, as we saw, the formal representations of different syntactic occurrences of the same demonstrative have the demonstrative in common while differing in the subscript; any demonstrative occurring in a different syntactic position in the discourse is translated into a demonstrative of the formal language with a different subscript. (We assume further that syntactic occurrences are individuated relative not just to sentence-types, but to whole fragments of discourse, arguments for instance; so that two occurrences of "that" in different sentences, one in a premise and another in a conclusion, count as two different syntactic occurrences.) Semantically, contexts may include as one of their components sequences of demonstrata, one sequence for each type of demonstrative; the semantic theory is then set up so that the i-th demonstrative expression in a given discourse-type has as character a function from contexts to the i-th demonstratum in the relevant sequence. One and the same object could occupy different positions in a sequence of demonstrata (to account for the possibility of uttering informatively "that is the same as that"), and some positions may be vacant (or occupied by the object we have selected to account for reference failure). By distinguishing contexts which simply lack a sequence of demonstrata from contexts such that the i-th demonstratum is a vacant position in the sequence, the theory will be able to account for the intuitive difference between two kinds of infelicity regarding demonstratives: the infelicity involved in uttering a demonstrative unaccompanied by a demonstration, and the infelicity involved in uttering a demonstrative accompanied by a demonstration in such a way that the demonstrative lacks reference.
The context-shifting theory reinterprets this account in a way which avoids its previously indicated difficulties, accommodating our desiderata. The assigment of a different subscript to every different syntactic occurrence of a demonstrative expression (which is not anaphoric on another expression) represents a change in context, which is perhaps triggered by the occurrence of a specific demonstration, different from any demonstration attached to a previous syntactic occurrence of that demonstrative. The demonstrata in a sequence marked with the same subscript as a demonstrative is now thought of as the most salient demonstratum for that context or "the demonstratum in focus". This demonstratum in focus represents in the formal apparatus the object that, when everything goes well, is made salient by a demonstration expressing the deictical intentions of the speaker. The central idea is that the interpretation of any syn-tactic occurrence of a given demonstrative-type triggers a change of context, so that after the interpretation the position in the sequence of demonstrata we have considered no longer represents the demonstratum in focus, and we have to move to a new context in which a new position in the sequence is considered to interpret any new syntactic occurrence of that demonstrative-type.
In this way, we can assign a character to any given demonstrative-type: a function from contexts to the "demonstratum in focus" in the contextual sequence relevant for that demonstrative. This character is common to any instance of, say, "that", common thus to different syntactic occurrences of that type; the content of a demonstrative-in-a-context is the value of its character for that context. Given that every new syntactic occurrence brings with it a shift in context, the content of any syntactic occurrence in context may well differ from that of other syntactic occurrences in the same piece of discourse. (Details about how to develop the "context-shifting" theory more precisely can be found in Braun 1996, Apn. L .") This proposal seems to accommodate well our two empirical requirements: it assigns a common character to all instances of "that", a common linguistic meaning for the type; and it allows for different instances to have different content.
According to this interpretation of Kaplan's formal apparatus, demonstratives do not suffer any ambiguity, exotic or otherwise. However, it is understandable that Kaplan did not choose this interpretation. For, as was suggested earlier, this approach fits uneasily with his criticisms of the token-reflexive account: we are now confronted with the second horn of our dilemma. The context-shifting theory was supposed to accommodate the facts regarding demonstratives inside a framework which is still Kaplanian, in that it honors the slogan logic requires abstract expressions.
But it does not. Mark Richard, contemplating a way-out in the spirit of the "3As my remarks perhaps already suggest, were I myself in the grip of the Kaplanian view I would endorse the context-shifting theory rather than the one this interesting piece argues for, the "three-meaning theory". The main text includes a reply to his objections in ?6.3 and ?6.4 to the context-shifting theory, already anticipated in the previous footnote. The reply to his objection in ?6.2 from the viewpoint of the context-shifting theory is that Kaplan's Indexical theory, as we indicated previously, already has the resources to distinguish the different forms of infelicity involved in uttering a demonstrative unaccompanied by a demonstration and uttering one when the demonstration does not pick out a referent. The reply to Braun's remaining objection, the one in ?6.1, is the one he himself considers in fn. 18. Given that the differences between the context-shifting theory and the Reichenbachian account are too subtle to be of much consequence, it is to be expected that the former will concur with the latter in (correctly) deflating the differences between demonstratives and other indexicals. Any difference between demonstratives and pure indexicals as may remain is sufficiently well captured in the context-shifting theory by the addition to contexts of the further parameter constituted by sequences of demonstrata. Thus, to the extent that the slogan logic requires abstract expressions hints at a difficulty for the Reichenbachian account, this way out for the treatment of demonstratives is exposed to the same criticism.. The Reichenbachian view handles indexicality by ascribing the fundamental semantic properties to tokens, relative to properties they have as the particular tokens they are. This is supposed to create a problem, the logic problem, because apparently the development of a logic for indexicals requires us to abstract from facts regarding instances; if we adopt cexpression theories, it is allegedly difficult to see how we could have valid instances of the most straightforward inference patterns, P therefore P, P or Q, not P, therefore Q. This is why friends of the Kaplanian framework consider expressions-in-context as bearers of the fundamental semantic properties, instead of tokens. But if they adopt the context-shifting account of demonstratives, they too are forced to individuate their expressions (sentences-in-context) so that they also are different when they occur inside one and the same sentence-in-a-context, and when they occur in sentences-in-context uttered as separate pieces of the same argumentative framework.
I also take it to be clear that, to the extent that a lack-of-expressions problem can be formulated for c-expression theories, a similar problem will beset the context-shifting theory. Suppose that (setting aside the considerations offered in the previous section) a plausible a case can be made that there is no metaphysically possible sentence-token with certain properties (an utterance of "I exist now" conjoined with itself a trillion times, relative to a context lasting less than one minute, as in Braun's example). It seems to me that similar doubts should then arise about the metaphysical possibility of the corresponding changes in context (a trillion changes of context, one for each new syntactic occurrence of "now", taking less than one minute in all).
I will conclude by examining the second alernative to Kaplan's accounts, called "the three meaning theory" by its proponent, David Braun (1996) . The theory treats demonstrations as complement expressions, and distinguishes two kinds of expressions: the demonstrative-type, and combinations of the demonstrative with a demonstration. All instances of a demonstrative have a common linguistic meaning, which Braun elegantly manages to represent in a Kaplanian way, as a function from demonstrations to characters. Combinations of the demonstrative with a demonstration are represented in the formal system with the subscripted expressions of Kaplan's Indexical theory; as in Kaplan's original account, they are assigned different characters. The occurrence in a sentence of two instances of the same demonstrative type with two different subscripts indicates that the demonstrations attached to each occurrence are different, and thus that the character of the resulting combined expressions can be different. Braun's account works therefore essentially by adding to Kaplan's theory, over and above Kaplanian characters which differ for every expression with a different subscript, the missing linguistic meaning common to every instance of any demonstrative represented in the formal language by expressions differing only in the subscripts. This view, however, falls to one or other of the horns of our already familiar dilemma. Demonstrations can be types or tokens. If they are tokens, the resulting theory is empirically adequate, but will obviously have exactly the same problems in handling the logic of indexicality which allegedly present insurmountable difficulties for the token-reflexive account. For, on this view, the fundamental semantic properties are assigned to entities which are individuated exactly as token-expressions are. Indeed, to the extent that the Reichenbachian view would fail for the reasons that Braun gives, this version of the account would fail too. Firstly, two instances of "that is an elm", one occurring as premise and the other as conclusion, are to be taken as two different expressions, for the required accompanying demonstrations are different; and secondly, whatever doubts may arise regarding the availability of all the expressions we need for purposes of semantic evaluation given the Reichenbachian account, the same doubts arise regarding expressions which are taken to be combinations of linguistic types and demonstration-tokens. If, as Braun says, "there is no (actual or possible) utterance of 'I exist now' conjoined with itself a trillion times, relative to a context which has me as its agent and which lasts less than one minute (i.e., the time assigned to 'now' by the context is less than one minute)", there is no actual or possible combination of that sentence with the required number of token-demonstrations either.
Braun himself, who as we have seen rejects the Reichenbachian account for Kaplanian reasons and presents his view as a way of preserving Kaplanian orthodoxy, coherently takes demonstrations to be types and not tokens (see his fn. 3). In this case, the account falls prey to the other horn of the dilemma: it is wrong for empirical reasons. Kaplan speaks in a text we quoted previously of "the principle, the correct principle, that every new syntactic occurrence of a demonstrative (one that is not a disguised anaphoric pronoun) requires its own determining intention". If demonstrations are types, i.e. repeatables, then (no matter what they are exactly) it follows that there exists the possibility of different syntactic occurrences of the same demonstrative in the same context (in the same sentence, or in the same discourse) accompanied by one and the same demonstration. Indeed, this is what is required to show that this sort of account is not objectionable for the same reasons that the Reichenbachian one is objectionable according to writers like Braun. Kaplan's "correct principle", however, reflects the empirical fact that, whenever a proper demonstrative use requiring a demonstration (as opposed to an anaphoric use) of a demonstrative is made, a competent speaker can (compatibly with his linguistic competence) justifiably believe that both demonstratives have different contents.
Let me anticipate an objection. If, in the course of a discussion, I say "that is brown", pointing to a table, and I later say "that belonged to my mother", pointing to the same table, I will certainly be taken (and will expect to be taken) to be referring to one and the same table, without having used any anaphoric expression to achieve that goal. It is not on the basis of our linguistic competence with demonstratives that we should expect this, though; it is only on the basis of our experience with the world around us: it is on the basis of our mutual knowledge of the fact that visual table-like features continuously instantiated-as far as we can perceptually tell-at one and the same location belong, ceteris paribus, to one and the same table. To put it the other way around, in any particular case our audience may fail to satisfy our expectations, while still being fully in agreement with us regarding the semantic functioning of our two uses of the demonstrative. They may have good reasons to believe that there has been an unnoticed change of tables, or they may just have crazy views about the world.
Braun offers in defense of his views on demonstrations examples where the speaker keeps his arm pointing in one direction all the time while he utters "that is the same as that". With examples like this in mind, given Braun's manifest intentions regarding how to take them, we could reason in the following way. The concept of a demonstration is, after all, a theoretical one; I advanced my own proposal in?2.There could be a theoretically reasonable notion of demonstration given which well-formed demonstrations, associated with different syntactic occurrences of a given demonstrativetype, must be capable of singling out within a context a unique salient object. It would then not be epistemically possible to associate two objects within that context with two tokens of a demonstrative-type which have been properly associated with such a demonstration. Demonstrations of this kind could then be invoked to account for the formal validity of the logical inferences involving indexicals.14 There is no point in dogmatically denying such a possibility, and there is no need for it. I offer instead the following remarks in response. Firstly, the Reichenbachian view predicts that it is linguistically permited to interpret any two cases of a given demonstrative type in a sentence or discourse constituting different syntactic occurrences as referring to different individuals, even when the speaker tries to associate a long, continuous demonstration with them: because the token is in any case, according to that account, a crucial parameter in the determination of the truth-conditional import, any new token may be taken to make a new truth-conditional contribution. The linguistic intuitions that I have tried to stir, shared by writers who have considered these issues, confirm this prediction. (Writers assuming very different theoretical frameworks, like Burks, Kaplan and Perry appear to agree on this: see, for instance, Burks 1949, pp. 680-2.) To postulate demonstrations of the sort we are now considering seems thus unmotivated relative to our linguistic intuitions. Secondly, as the previous section made clear, the theoretical justification that could be given for positing demonstrations of this kind (namely, to guarantee valid instances involving indexical utterances of principles like P therefore P) is ill-founded. Thirdly, the Reichenbachian approach offers in any event a theoretically simpler account of the linguistic data regarding indexicality, smoothly unifying pure indexicals and demonstratives; the "three meanings" theory associated with the concept of demonstration we are now discussing unjustifiably gives a separate treatment of pure indexicals (the classic Kaplanian one, involving just character and content) and demonstratives.
There could be other options in logical space, but I hope that our discussion of a few Kaplanian accounts of demonstratives makes clear what the ultimate source of the problems is. It is simply put. According to our initial definition, indexicals are expressions which, although on the one hand always governed by one and the same specific semantic rule, on the other are conventionally used so that no instance has, as a matter of linguistic fact, to agree in reference with any other. Braun would say that this definition begs the question against his account, contending perhaps that a more neutral definition of "indexical" could be "an expression no two instances of which are linguistically required to share a referent, when they are uttered in different contexts". I think that, on the contrary, our definition is the correct way to express the fundamental empirical facts about indexicality. Or, to put the same issue in terms nicely captured by the context-shifting theory: even assuming the latter, more neutral definition of "indexical", it is an empirical fact regarding the use of indexicals that a competent speaker is allowed to assume that, whenever a new syntactic occurrence of a given indexical is uttered, a change of context has taken place. The Reichenbachian view accounts straightforwardly for this, by ascribing the fundamental semantic properties to tokens and accounting for the linguistic meaning common to any instance of the same type in terms of a token-reflexive conventional rule.
The two empirically adequate elaborations of Kaplan's framework we have considered, the context-shifting theory and the three meaning theory with token-demonstrations, could avail themselves of considerations similar to the ones advanced in the previous section, to get rid of the analogous problems regarding the logic of indexicality they confront. Thus, the issues we have been discussing in this paper seem to leave c-expression theories and a-expression theories more or less on the same footing. This is already some progress for the friend of the Reichenbachian view, for his approach is generally believed to face problems from which a-expression theories are free; but we would like to have more positive reasons favouring cexpression theories. For lack of space, however, the considerations that in my view topple the issue in favour of the Reichenbachian view cannot be properly elaborated here. They have to do with the fact that the Reichenbachian account allows us to provide a semantics for ordinary contextsand one for indirect contexts derived from it-compatible with some of the characteristic tenets of Fregean views of language and representation in general, which I take to be on the right track.'5 This point has been devel- 15 I have in mind a view rather similar to the one advanced in Searle (1983, pp. 218-30). See Garcia-Carpintero (1996c) and (1998) for further details.
